
NATIONAL INTEGRATION 

National integration is meaning the togetherness of people of country 

irrespective of the differences of religion, race, region, caste and culture. 

India is a country in which one can find multi races and multilingual people. 

Diversity is the feature of India. But the culture of India is very different. I India 

one can find unity in diversity.  

During ancient times in India there were many small kingdoms and kings was busy 

to find to take the political power of one other.  In last century British people was 

ruling over India and the rulers disturbed the national integration if country by 

divide and rule policy.  

Because of these some people of India became against India. Presently in India on 

the basis of religion and language people are demanding division of country.  If 

the economy of India develops sufficiently then only the agitation of people will 

stop. It is required to preserve the national integrity of India. There should be 

brotherhood among people for stabilized citizenship and the growth of country.  

 

Our country has many culture, languages, religions, faith and regions apart from 

that the people of India creates unity and commonness There should be allotment 

of unity because of differences in languages, religion and culture the people are 

becoming diverse. 

Power of National Integration: 

Since we have got Independence, there has been lot of differences caused among 

people due to religion and politicians were talking about national integration of 

country. In our country there are billions of people, together they can make a 

developed country. It is very necessary among people to create bond of unity, so 

that they can live peaceful. If people of India will constitute for the proper 

national integration they can make our country to achieve heights and we can be 

developed. 



Because of large population of India if people of India get united then the human 

resources of India can make it to developed country. 

Lack of national integration: 

 During ancient times there was diverse people and very bad national integrity. 

Nowadays our nation has done many changes, but to combine people is not 

possible because of many issues. 

 It is impossible in India to maintain national integration. There is a lot of crowd in 

India people are separated by their religion but they are still living together. 

National disintegration can destroy the image of country. Because of lack of 

integrity people suffer from many humiliations. 

National disintegration is the source of crises in country. 

 

National Disintegration: 

There are many types of people who make disintegration because of the 

differences in culture, religion and languages. In history thousands of Mughal 

soldiers conquered the nation because the native rulers were not united 

together. In spite of it they were working against each other and helped the 

enemies. The most significant national disintegration was held when Rajputs, Jats, 

the Sikhand the Maratha were against each other. All people were separated by 

religion and fought with each other. 

Nowadays British language English has taken place in the country. Indian people 

talk in English. 

Britishers has brought many changes in India by their Education system, 

habitation, dress and culture. People are following them. 

Many of the people of India are shifting in different country because they want to 

earn more and in India if you have knowledge after that no one can earn up to 



their desire so people are shifting in abroad. People of India re adopting many 

different cultures because of this people are differing. 

In India government is also following British culture because all the paper work is 

done in English language.  

National integration: 

India is a free country and in it unity must be valued by each and every person. 

The main strength of people is unity. It is a great thing that people of India are 

family of a great nation. National integration is need of our country by which India 

can develop. We Indians don’t need to adopt anything from other counties.  

In modern times the political integration of India has taken place.  

Conclusion: 

The biggest question of today is how to conserve and make national integration. 

Oneness without each other is not possible. It takes the contribution of each and 

every people for national integration. Because of it country can be peaceful and 

developing. 

 

 

 


